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We are currently delivering hybrid teaching during the 2020/21 

academic year due to Covid-19 restrictions. We will continue to 

update you on the teaching you can expect when you start your 

degree in 2021 throughout your application process.



MSc in International & European Politics
Including European Practitioner Pathway

Developed in response to the enormous political challenges facing our changing 
societies, this programme offers an advanced understanding of the contemporary 
world, concentrating on international relations, European studies and comparative 
and regional studies.

Programme Structure
Teaching will be by lectures, seminars, group 

work and guided independent study. Students 

will complete two compulsory (40 credits) 

courses and four optional courses (up to 80 

credits), after which they will work towards an 

independently researched dissertation. In the 

second semester, students have the choice to 

embark on the European Practitioner Pathway 

(conditional on performance in semester 1 

coursework) allowing them to undertake a 

work-based placement and write their 

dissertation about it. A highlight of the academic 

year is our study trip to Brussels, when we visit 

multiple international organisations and meet with 

practitioners, including those in our vibrant 

Edinburgh University Brussels Society.

Career Opportunities 

While many graduates of this programme have 

gone on to further studies and academic careers, 

many have taken up positions in a wide range of 

institutions and companies. These include NATO 

and the the United Nations; the European

Commission and Parliament; regional and

national government institutions; development

organisations; educational, research and

think-tank organisations; banking; media;

lobbying; and commercial organisations 

including Rolls Royce and Vodafone. The 

transferable skills you gain in areas such as 

communication and research will give you an 

edge in the employment market, whatever your 

career. 

Students on this programme gain:

• Advanced knowledge of practical, theoretical and methodological 

debates in the study of European Politics

• High-quality transferable skills in the synthesis of information 

and the analysis of arguments and evidence

• Knowledge and skills needed for relevant professional work or 

progression to higher-level academic study

• Training to undertake advanced independent research

http://edin.ac/2zdbuJW



MSc in International Political Theory

In our interconnected world, pressing political issues such as accelerating climate 
change, entrenched racism, global poverty, migration and political violence 
challenge our existing institutions as well as traditional ways of doing and thinking 
about politics. Since such issues cannot be contained within the boundaries of the 
nation state, they need to be examined in light of increasing global integration. 
 

This political theory programme tackles these international challenges ethically and critically, with a 

view to providing a complex perspective on the rights and wrongs of international affairs and their 

global political and economic consequences. 

 

As well as delving into the history of global political thought, you’ll be trained in contemporary traditions 

of political theory, with a view to developing a sophisticated, theoretically informed view of the current 

political horizon. You will also develop key transferrable skills related to logical argumentation, writing, 

as well as research and presentational practice. 

 

Edinburgh features a large and methodologically diverse group of political theorists, whose 

internationally recognised work informs their teaching and mentoring practice. Moreover, the Centre for 

Ethics and Critical Thought at the University of Edinburgh constitutes a vibrant hub for political theory, 

and all Msc students are encouraged to participate in its rich programme of events and activities. 

Programme Structure
All students take the two 20-credit core courses, 

Political Theory and International Affairs, and 

Contemporary Political Theory: Engaging with 

Current Research. The latter features invited 

scholars who are at the forefront of the field and 

who engage with students on the basis of their 

most recent research. Together these provide a 

grounding in political theory and 

its application to a range of central issues in 

contemporary politics: environmental justice; 

global inequalities and patterns of oppression; 

just war and humanitarian intervention; human 

rights; political violence - among others.

In addition, students choose four further 20-credit 

courses from a range of internationally orientated 

and theoretical subjects. Students then proceed 

to write a dissertation of 15,000 words on their 

chosen topic under the supervision of a specialist 

academic member of staff.

Career Opportunities 
This programme will give you the theoretical 

foundation for further study and a career in 

academic teaching and research. Alternatively, 

you may apply your learning to a career relating 

to international governance and policy, journalism, 

or public administration. The transferable skills 

you gain in areas such as communication and 

research will give you an edge in the employment 

market, whatever your eventual career. 

http://edin.ac/2zdbuJW

http://the Centre for Ethics and Critical Thought 
http://the Centre for Ethics and Critical Thought 


MSc in Global Environment, Politics and Society

The MSc Global Environment, Politics and Society (GEPS) is for anyone looking to 
understand and evaluate global environmental challenges from a political, moral 
and societal perspective.

It is a truly interdisciplinary degree, combining 

environmental politics and environmental 

sociology with normative philosophy. Past 

placements include Friends of the Earth, Solar 

Aid, University Sustainability Office, World 

Development Movement, World Resource 

Institute and other local groups and agencies.

The degree combines theoretical rigour with 

a practice-orientated approach. Courses will 

engage directly with primary sources and events, 

and incorporate guest speakers from government, 

business and the voluntary sector. Students may 

embark on an in-depth research dissertation, or 

apply to complete a project-based report linked 

to a placement within an NGO, government 

department, political party, or business.

This flexible programme and blend of theory and 

practice will leave graduates equipped for careers 

in environmental politics, research, business 

or advocacy, or ready to pursue postdoctoral 

research. Past students have secured internships 

or positions in the UN, local government, NGOs, 

research institutes and PhD programmes.

http://edin.ac/2zdbuJW
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Please contact us for more information:

 pgadmissions.sps@ed.ac.uk

 edin.ac/2zdbuJW
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